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Disclaimer
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Executive Summary

This Bushfire Management Plan (the Plan) has been prepared to accompany the development

application (Addition to Land use – Short Stay Accommodation) for Lot 79 (4) Wilson Street, Nannup in

the Shire of Nannup. The landholder of Lot 79 (4) Wilson Street is proposing small-scale short stay

accommodation utilising only the primary dwelling (1) onsite (No new construction).

The development site of approximately 1012 m2 is within a designated bushfire prone area and the

Proposal requires the application of State Planning Policy No. 3.7: Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas (SPP

3.7). The Plan has taken into consideration the Department of Planning Lands and Heritage (DPLH)

Position Statement: Tourism land use in bushfire prone areas (November 2019).

The development can be assessed as ‘residential-based minor development’: Because the planning

application is for a proposed vulnerable land use that “will be contained within an existing single

residential development or ancillary dwelling or associated outbuilding, and at a scale consistent with

that of a typical existing residential building.”

The existing building on Lot 79 is subject to a BAL Rating of BAL Flame Zone (BAL FZ) due to unmanaged

vegetation on neighbouring Shire Road Reserve and private properties. The subject land is an existing

lot in a residential area which has been development, that may or may not have been subject to

consideration of bushfire threat in the past, and for which compliance with A1.1 & A2.1 of the

Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas cannot be achieved. The vehicle access arrangements

and provision of water for firefighting purposes has been given thorough consideration. This plan

demonstrates that the site is provided with suitable vehicle access/ egress and the area has access to

a reticulated water supply.

The proposal has been treated as a ‘residential-based minor development’ and therefore consideration

has been given to emergency evacuation within this bushfire management plan which reflects the

nature and scale of the development. The evacuation plan has given due consideration to the vehicle

access/egress options in the area and precautionary and contingency measures have been applied to

minimise risk to future onsite occupants.
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1 The Proposal and Purpose of the Plan

Details

Landowner: Matthew Breen

Site Address: Lot 79 (4) Wilson Street, Nannup

Local Government: Shire of Nannup

Lot Area: 1012 m2

Planning Stage: Development Application - Addition to land use

Overview of the Proposal:

Proposed Short Stay Accommodation in an Existing Residential Development

For Submission to: Shire of Nannup

Existing Documentation Relevant to the Construction of this Plan

This section acknowledges any known reports that have been prepared for previous planning
stages, that refer to the subject area and that may or will impact upon the assessment of bushfire
risk and/or the implementation of bushfire protection measures and will be referenced in this
Bushfire Management Plan.

Relevant Documents

Existing Document Copy Provided by Client Title

Site Plan Yes
Site Plan – Proposed Residence

(Lot 79 Wilson Street)

Correspondence with Shire
(Letter: D. Taylor – Aug 2020)

Yes
Holiday Home Operating at 4

Wilson Street, Nannup

Bushfire Planning Advice
(Bushfire Prone Planning – Aug 2020)

Yes
200643 - Lot 79 (4) Wilson Street,

Nannup (Advice)_v1.0

Correspondence with Shire
(Email: J. Buckland – Aug 2020)

Yes
Subject: RE: Application for
Development Approval for 4

Wilson Street Nannup

Historical Fire Management Plan/
BAL Assessments

No -
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Vulnerable Land Use

Definition and Application

A ‘vulnerable land use’ is defined as “a land use where persons may be less able to respond in a bushfire

emergency”. Information, additional to the Bushfire Management Plan, is required to accompany

applications involving a vulnerable land use.

Required Additional Information – Emergency Evacuation

Development applications for a vulnerable land use are to provide actionable information for persons that

will occupy or visit that site with respect to their preparedness, awareness and response to a bushfire

potentially impacting the property.

1. The proposal is to be treated as a ‘residential-based minor development’. In which case

“consideration should be given to emergency evacuation” within the Bushfire Management Plan,

with the content “to reflect the nature and scale of the development”.

It has been determined that the proposed development is a ‘vulnerable land use’ based on fitting the following

category of land use.

Category 3: Short stay accommodation or visitation uses that involve people who are unaware

of their surroundings and who may require assistance or direction in the event of a bushfire.

 Proposed Short Stay Accommodation in an Existing Residential Development



Justification for Assessment as ‘Residential-based Minor Development’

WAPC Guidelines: Because the planning application is for a proposed vulnerable land use that

“will be contained within an existing single residential development or ancillary dwelling or

associated outbuilding, and at a scale consistent with that of a typical existing residential

building.”



WAPC Position Statement: Bed and Breakfast and Holiday House – minor development (where

the dwelling is existing & in a residential built-out area)


Required Additional Information and its Location within this BMP

Bushfire response/ evacuation analysis of the site with content

and format to reflect the nature and scale of the development.  Section 5.5: Risk Analysis

Bushfire response/ evacuation advice relevant to the site.  Appendix 2

Create a responsibility for the landowner/occupier to inform

occupants of the existence and application of either the Bushfire

Response/Evacuation Plan.

 Within Section 6
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2 Environmental Considerations

Native Vegetation – Modification and Clearing

‘Guidelines’ s2.3: “Many bushfire prone areas also have high biodiversity values. SPP 3.7 policy objective
5.4 recognises the need to consider bushfire risk management measures alongside environmental,
biodiversity and conservation values.”
Existing conservation areas that are potentially affected by the development proposal are required to be
identified. This may result in vegetation removal/modification prohibition or limitations. These areas
include National Parks, Nature Reserves, Wetlands and Bush Forever sites.
Environmental Protection Act 1986: “Clearing of native vegetation in Western Australia requires a clearing
permit under Part V, Division 2 of the Act unless clearing is for an exempt purpose. Exemptions from
requiring a clearing permit are contained in Schedule 6 of the Act or are prescribed in the Environmental
Protection Regulations” (‘Guidelines’ s2.3).
The Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act): This Act administered
by the Australian Government Department of Environment, provides a national scheme of environment
and heritage protection and biodiversity conservation. Nationally threatened species and ecological
communities are a specific matter of significance. Areas of vegetation can be classified as a Threatened
Ecological Community (TEC) under the EPBC Act and consequently have removal restrictions imposed.

Vegetation Modification and Clearing Assessment

Will on-site clearing of native vegetation be required?

Potentially
Minor Onsite Works are likely required to maintain

an Asset Protection Zone on the building
(Figure 3.2.2)

The bushfire assessment and management strategies contained in the BMP, assume that environmental

approval will be achieved or clearing permit exemptions will apply.

Recommendation: It is advised that the proponent seek further advice from the Shire for further information

on the condition and species contained within the proposed development area and the requirement for referral

of the proposal.
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3 Potential Bushfire Impact Assessment

Assessment Input

3.1.1 Fire Danger Index (FDI) Applied

Table 3.1: Applied FDI Value

FDI Value

Vegetation Area
As per AS 3959 - 2018

Table 2.1
As per DFES for the

Location
Value Applied

All vegetation areas 80 N/A 80

3.1.2 Existing Vegetation Identification, Classification and Effective Slope

Vegetation identification and classification has been conducted in accordance with AS 3959-2018 s2.2.3 and

the Visual Guide for Bushfire Risk Assessment in WA (DoP February 2016). When more than one vegetation

type is present, each type is identified separately with the worst-case scenario being applied as the

classification. The predominant vegetation is not necessarily the worst-case scenario. The vegetation

structure has been assessed as it will be in its mature state (rather than what might be observed on the day).

Areas of modified vegetation are assessed as they will be in their natural unmodified state (unless

maintained in a permanently low threat, minimal fuel condition, satisfying AS 3959-2018 s2.2.3.2-f and asset

protection zone standards). Vegetation destroyed or damaged by a bushfire or other natural disaster has

been assessed on its revegetated mature state.

Effective Slope: Is the ground slope under the classified vegetation and is determined for each area of

classified vegetation. It is the measured slope which will most significantly influence the bushfire behaviour

in that vegetation as it approaches a building or site. Where there is a significant change in effective ground

slope under an area of classified vegetation, that will cause a change in fire behaviour, separate vegetation

areas will be identified, based on the change in effective slope, to enable the correct assessment.

Table 3.1.2: Vegetation identification and classification

All Vegetation Within 150 metres of the Proposed Development

Vegetation

Area

Identified Types (AS3959) or Description if

‘Excluded’
Applied Classification

Effective

Slope

1 Forest (A-04) Class A Forest 0

2
Excluded – Managed Vegetation

(Managed Grass/ Gardens/ Cleared Areas)

Excluded AS3959-2018

2.2.3.2 (e)(f)
-

Note: When more than one vegetation type is present each type is classified separately with the worst-case scenario

being applied. The predominant vegetation is not necessarily the worst-case scenario.
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Vegetation Area 1 Classification Applied: Class A Forest

Assessment Comment: Eucalypt Forest, >50% Canopy with a sedge and scrub understory (unmanaged
vegetation on neighbouring properties/ Shire Land/ Road Reserve – Trappers Trail)

Photo ID: 1a Photo ID: 1b

Vegetation Area 1 Classification Applied: Class A Forest

Assessment Comment: Eucalypt Forest, >50% Canopy with a sedge and scrub understory (unmanaged
vegetation on neighbouring properties/ Shire Land/ Road Reserve)

Photo ID: 1c Photo ID: 1d
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Vegetation Area 2 Classification Applied: Excluded AS3959-2018 2.2.3.2 (e)(f)

Assessment Comment: Residential area – Managed Grassland & gardens (Res built out areas)

Photo ID: 2a Photo ID: 2b

Vegetation Area 3 Classification Applied: Excluded AS3959-2018 2.2.3.2 (e)(f)

Assessment Comment: Residential area – Managed Grassland & gardens (Res built out areas)

Photo ID: 2c Photo ID: 2d

Note: This assessment is reliant on the surrounding land (Area 2) being maintained in a low fuel condition as per
the Shires Firebreak Notice, reflecting the state of the vegetation at the time of the assessment. There are
restrictions on accessing individual properties/ backyards to assess the status of vegetation (Managed/
unmanaged).
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3.1.3 Vegetation Separation Distance

The vegetation separation distance is the horizontal distance from an existing building or planned building

footprint to the start of an area of classified vegetation. The actual distance – which will correspond to a

single determined BAL rating. It can only be measured when the location of a building is known.

.

Table 3.1.3: Measured separation distances applied to building

Measured Separation Distances Applied

Structure
Vegetation

Area
Applied Vegetation Classification

Distance to the Classified
Vegetation (m)

Existing Dwelling 1 Class (A) Forest <10m

Assessment Output

Understanding the Bushfire Assessment Results - Application of Bushfire Attack Levels (BAL)

In the planning environment, assessing the ability of a proposed development site to achieve BAL-29 or less
is the objective (as one of the bushfire protection criteria being assessed). The ‘development site’ is defined
by the LPS Amendment Regulations 2015 as “that part of a lot on which a building that is the subject of
development stands or is to be constructed”. Therefore, being able to show that a BAL rating of BAL-29 or
lower is achievable for a proposed development site (i.e. the building footprint) is an acceptable outcome
for that criteria, as established by the bushfire provisions, SPP 3.7 and the associated Guidelines.

3.2.1 Determined Bushfire Attack Level Information

BAL - Analysis and Determination

Relevant Fire Danger Index (AS3959-2018 Table 2.1) 80

BAL Determination Method Method 1 (as per AS 3959-2018 s2.2.6 and Table 2.4.3)

Vegetation

Area

Applied Vegetation Classification

Effective Slope

Under the

Classified

Vegetation

(degrees)

Separation

Distance to

the Classified

Vegetation

(metres)

Bushfire

Attack Level

1 Class A Forest 0 5 BAL-FZ

2 Exclusion AS3959-2018 2.2.3.2 (f) - - BAL-LOW

Determined Bushfire Attack Level BAL-FZ
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4 Identification of Bushfire Hazard Issues

Onsite Vegetation

The key assumption used to facilitate the determining of Bushfire Attack Levels on the Proposed development

site is that vegetation onsite is under the control of the landowner and therefore can be removed or modified

to present a low bushfire threat (Note: any proposed vegetation removal may be subject to local government

approval, dependent on the lot’s specific situation with respect to identified environmental protection areas and

the lot size).

Offsite Vegetation

Vegetation offsite is not within the control of the landowner and therefore the vegetation cannot be removed

or modified. As a result, the BAL impact from these vegetation areas is unable to be reduced. This assessment is

reliant on the surrounding land (Area 2) being maintained in a low fuel condition as per the Shire Firebreak

Notice, reflecting the state of the vegetation at the time of the assessment.
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5 Assessment Against the Bushfire Protection Criteria (BPC)

Bushfire Protection Criteria - Assessment Summary

Summarised Outcome of the Assessment Against the Bushfire Protection Criteria (BPC)

Element

Basis for the Assessment of Achieving the Intent of the Element

Achieves compliance with the
Element through meeting

Acceptable Solutions

Achieves compliance with the
Element by application of a
Performance Based Solution

Minor or
Unavoidable
Development

Meets all
relevant

acceptable
solutions

One or more
relevant

Acceptable
Solutions are

not fully met. A
variation of the

solution is
provided and

justified.

One or more applicable
Acceptable Solutions are not met.
A solution is developed with the
summary presented in this Plan in
Section 5.5. The supporting
document presenting Bushfire
Prone Planning’s detailed
methodology is submitted
separately to the decision makers.

-

Location No  

Minor
Development

Siting and Design
of Development

No  

Vehicular Access  

Water   

The subject Proposal has been assessed against:

1. The requirements established in Appendix 4 of the Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas, WAPC

2017 v1.3 (the ‘Guidelines’). The detail, including technical construction requirements, are found at

https://www.planning.wa.gov.au/8194.aspx.

2. Any endorsed variations to the Guideline’s acceptable solutions and associated technical requirements

that have been established by the relevant local government.
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Local Government Variations to Apply

Local governments may add to or modify the acceptable solutions of the Bushfire Protection Criteria (BPC)
and/or apply technical requirements that vary from those specified in the Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire
Prone Areas (WAPC). In such instances, this Proposal will be assessed against these variations and/or any
specific local government technical requirements for emergency access and water.

The Shire of Nannup has two local planning Policies that may relate to the proposed development.

 Local-Planning-Policy-LPP4-Bed-And-Breakfast

 Local-Planning-Policy-LPP21-Bush-Fire-Management

17. Planning Applications
For developments that are in areas of moderate or extreme fire risk and where there is no existing and
contemporary FMP covering the area subject to the application, the Council may require the submission of a
FMP with the Planning Application to assess development risks. Alternatively, the Council may impose a
condition requiring either the preparation and/or implementation of a FMP or bushfire hazard assessment in
accordance with the Guidelines to the satisfaction of the Council.

State Government Variations to Apply

The State government may add to or modify the acceptable solutions of the Bushfire Protection Criteria
(BPC) and/or apply technical requirements that vary from those specified in the Guidelines for Planning in
Bushfire Prone Areas (WAPC). In such instances, this Proposal will be assessed against these variations
and/or any specific local government technical requirements for emergency access and water.

Position Statement: Tourism land uses within bushfire prone areas (DPLH – No 2019)

Table 1: Tourism land uses

Intent: To provide bushfire protection for tourism land uses relevant to the characteristics of the occupants
and/or surrounding community to preserve life and reduce the impact of bushfire on property and
infrastructure.

Bed and Breakfast and Holiday House – minor development (dwelling is existing, in residential built-out area)

1. Siting and design: To provide suitable building design, construction and sufficient space to ensure radiant heat

levels do not exceed critical limits for emergency services personnel undertaking operations, including

supporting or evacuating occupants. (1.2) Any dwelling determined to be BAL-40 or BAL-FZ is subject to

justification under cl 6.7.1. of SPP 3.7

2. Vehicular access

To provide a safe operational access for emergency services personnel in suppressing a bushfire, while residents

and visitors are accessing or egressing the site. (2.1): The provision of one access route which connects to the

public road network and provides safe access and egress.

3. Provision of water

The provision of a permanent and secure water supply that is sufficient for firefighting purposes.(3.1):The

development or land use is provided with a reticulated water supply in accordance with the specifications of the

relevant water supply authority and/or the local government.
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Bushfire Protection Criteria – Acceptable Solutions Assessment Detail

5.4.1 Element 1: Location

Bushfire Protection Criteria Element 1: Location
Assessment Statements and Bushfire Protection Measures to be Applied

Intent: To ensure that strategic planning proposals, subdivision and development applications are located in
areas with the least possible risk of bushfire to facilitate the protection of people, property and infrastructure.

Acceptable
Solution:

A1.1:
Development
Location

Method of achieving Element
compliance and/or the Intent of

the Element:

The acceptable solution is not met.
Assess as Minor Development.

The development cannot achieve compliance as:

 The existing building on the lot is in an area that will be subject to potential radiant heat from a

bushfire exceeding 29 kW/m2. A BAL rating of BAL-FZ will apply. Positioning, design and onsite

vegetation removal/modification cannot create the required vegetation separation distances.

 The development can be assessed as ‘Residential-based Minor Development’: Because the planning

application is for a proposed vulnerable land use that “will be contained within an existing single

residential development or ancillary dwelling or associated outbuilding, and at a scale consistent

with that of a typical existing residential building.”

5.4.2 Element 2: Siting and Design of Development

Bushfire Protection Criteria Element 2: Siting and Design of Development
Assessment Statements and Bushfire Protection Measures to be Applied

Intent: To ensure that the siting and design of development (note: not building/construction design)
minimises the level of bushfire impact.

Acceptable
Solution:

A2.1:
Asset Protection
Zone

Method of achieving Element
compliance and/or the Intent

of the Element:

The acceptable solution is not met.
Assess as Minor Development.

The development cannot achieve compliance as:

 An APZ of the minimum dimensions required to ensure the existing building on the lot will be subject

to potential radiant heat from a bushfire not exceeding 29 kW/m2, cannot be established fully within

the lot boundary; and

 The ability to extend the APZ onto adjoining lot/s has been assessed as not feasible;
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5.4.3 Element 3: Vehicular Access

Bushfire Protection Criteria Element 3: Vehicular Access
Assessment Statements and Bushfire Protection Measures to be Applied

Intent: To ensure that the vehicular access serving a subdivision/development is available and safe during a
bushfire event.

Acceptable
Solution:

A3.1:
Two access
routes

Method of achieving Element compliance
and/or the Intent of the Element:

The acceptable solution is fully
met.

Wilson Street, Railway Street and North Street provide vehicle access/ egress options to the East of the
development site onto Higgins Street towards Nannup townsite (Approx. 150m of travel). Nannup townsite is
approximately 1 km from site.

Acceptable
Solution:

A3.2
Public Road

Method of achieving Element compliance
and/or the Intent of the Element:

The acceptable solution is fully
met.

The existing road network is constructed to the required standard.

Acceptable
Solution:

A3.8
Firebreak Width

Method of achieving Element
compliance and/or the Intent of the

Element:

The acceptable solution will be
fully met in the future

The existing lot will comply with the requirements of the local government annual firebreak notice issued
under s33 of the Bush Fires Act 1954.

5.4.4 Element 4: Water

Bushfire Protection Criteria Element 4: Water
Assessment Statements and Bushfire Protection Measures to be Applied

Intent: To ensure water is available to the subdivision, development or land use to enable people, property and
infrastructure to be defended from bushfire.

Acceptable
Solution:

A4.1
Reticulated Areas

Method of achieving Element
compliance and/or the Intent of

the Element:

The acceptable solution is fully
met.

A reticulated water supply is available in the area. A hydrant was located approximately 120m away from the site
on Higgins Street.
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5.4.5 Minor Development – Supporting Statements

SPP 3.7 Section 6.7.1 – Minor Development - Items to Address

Item (a)

“Where full compliance with the Bushfire Protection Criteria requirements cannot be achieved

within the boundary of the development site, evidence must be provided demonstrating to the

fullest extent possible how the criteria have been addressed and provide justification for those

that have not been met.”

BAL Rating of BAL FZ & Limited vehicle access/egress
The subject land is an existing lot in a residential area which has been development, that may or may not have
been subject to consideration of bushfire threat in the past, and for which compliance with A1.1, A2.1 of the
Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas cannot be achieved. The proposed development does not
achieve compliance by ensuring the existing building on the lot is in an area that will be subject to potential
radiant heat from a bushfire not exceeding 29 kW/m2 (i.e. a BAL rating of BAL-29 or less). The existing building
is subject to a BAL Flame Zone Rating. The road network, lot layout and design are a legacy issue, being created
prior to the enacting of the bushfire provisions. The proposed development is in a residential built-out area
and it is constrained by the pre-existing road network, lot layout and nearby existing land uses.

The development can be assessed as ‘Residential-based Minor Development’: Because the planning
application is for a proposed vulnerable land use that “will be contained within an existing single residential
development or ancillary dwelling or associated outbuilding, and at a scale consistent with that of a typical
existing residential building.” To improve the bushfire preparedness for the future occupants of the site,
additional bushfire planning documentation has been prepared in support of the development proposal. The
bushfire evacuation advice has given due consideration to the lack of vehicle access/egress options for the
proposed development and precautionary measures have been incorporated into the plan to minimise risk to
future residents. The primary action is to evacuate early before a bushfire starts or before the threat impacts
the ability for residents & occupants to evacuate the area safely.

Item (b)
“Ensure that the bushfire hazard level is not increased and/or the ability to manage bushfire

hazards on adjoining lands is not otherwise adversely affected.”

The use of the existing residential dwelling as short stay accommodation does not increase the bushfire hazard
level or the ability to manage bushfire hazards on adjoining lands.

Item (c)
“Ensure that the siting of the buildings within the boundary of the development site has been

optimised to reduce bushfire impact.”

There is no new construction being proposed as a part of this development.

Item (d)

“Give holistic consideration to existing emergency services in the area, existing road networks,

water provision, existing places that could function as emergency evacuation centres in a bushfire

event, the surrounding landscape, issues that may arise in the course of a bushfire during and

post event, and any contextual issues relevant to the application of risk management measures.”

Refer to Section 5.5 - Bushfire Response/Evacuation Advice – Risk Analysis
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Bushfire Response/Evacuation Advice – Risk Analysis

Proposed Use and Occupants

Proposed Use: Short Stay Accommodation

Potential Occupants: Adults/Youth/Children

Potential Occupant Issues: Non-English reading/speaking – Potentially not familiar with the local area

Special Health Considerations: N/a

Are occupants needs better suited to evacuation as a first choice? Yes

Site Issues

Building Construction: Primary Dwelling (1) not constructed to “AS 3959” requirements.

Is the building likely to be impacted by significant radiant heat? Likely

Is a defendable space available? No

Are the grounds maintained? No

Access/egress – accessibility/choice:

Vehicle vs Pedestrian: Vehicle

Road Safety: Public Road access readily available

Road Network – Options: Multiple vehicle access/egress option (Heading East)

Are routes through bushfire prone vegetation: Implications, level of threat. No and this is a Residential built

out Area

Existing Fire Fighting Infrastructure

Emergency services: Nannup Fire & Rescue Service – 1 km away

Water Supplies: Reticulated Water (Hydrants Available)

Evacuation Considerations

Destinations: Nannup Townsite (5 minutes)

Movement: private/other vehicles, community vehicle, pedestrian: Private Vehicles

Requirement for ambulance or other special transport: N/a

Shelter in the Building Considerations

Is the property maintained free of fuel and litter in gutters and around buildings? Yes

Is the building constructed to minimise the impact of a bushfire and have an APZ constructed and maintained

to the Standard? – Primary Dwelling (1) not constructed to “AS 3959” - APZ (onsite) has been installed

Is there access to an onsite refuge/amenity away from the direct threat of bushfire? No

Is their disabled access to shelter? Unknown

Is sufficient supervision of occupants likely? Unknown at this stage
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Consultant’s Recommendation

After consideration of:

1. The assessment against the bushfire protection criteria; and

2. The Bushfire Response/Evacuation risk analysis

The practical solutions to provide for the safety of occupants and improve the bushfire resilience of existing

buildings on site, are presented in this Bushfire Management Plan as:

1. Any requirements established by the Bushfire Protection Criteria that can be complied with.

2. The Bushfire Response/Evacuation Advice – Information to Display

3. Landowner/Occupier responsibilities to inform occupants regarding awareness and actions to take in

response to bushfire

In the event of a bushfire impacting the property the occupants should evacuate the building and property as

directed by the relevant hazard management authority and the Bushfire Response/Evacuation Advice.
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6 Responsibilities for Implementation and Management of the Bushfire

Protection Measures

This section sets out the responsibilities of landowners (including future landowners), and local government in

relation to the implementation and maintenance of the requirements of SPP 3.7 and the ‘Guidelines’.

Table 6.1: BMP Implementation responsibilities

LANDOWNER (DEVELOPER) - PRIOR TO USE AS SHORT STAY ACCOMMODATION

No. Implementation Actions

1

The local government may condition a development application approval with a requirement for the
landowner/proponent to register a notification onto the certificate of title (it may also need to be
included on the deposited plan).

This will be done pursuant to Section 70A Transfer of Land Act 1893 as amended (‘Factors affecting use
and enjoyment of land, notification on title:’). This is to give notice of the bushfire hazard and any
restrictions and/or protective measures required to be maintained at the owner’s cost.

This condition ensures that:

1. Landowners/proponents are aware their lot is in a designated bushfire prone area and of their

obligations to apply the stated bushfire risk management measures; and

2. Potential purchasers are alerted to the Bushfire Management Plan so that future

landowners/proponents can continue to apply the bushfire risk management measures that

have been established in the Plan.

2 The existing lot will comply with the requirements of the local government annual firebreak notice
issued under s33 of the Bush Fires Act 1954.

3
Prior to occupancy, certain information contained within the bushfire evacuation advice that is
contained in Appendices of this Plan, must be displayed in the building – as directed in that advice.

Table 6.2: Ongoing management responsibilities for the Landowner/Occupier.

LANDOWNER/OCCUPIER - ONGOING

No. Ongoing Management Actions

1
Maintain the Asset Protection Zone (APZ) on the lot to the dimensions and standard stated in the Shire

Firebreak Notice.

2

The bushfire response/evacuation advice (contained in the Bushfire Management Plan as an appendix),

contains information that is required to be displayed and available to inform all occupants. This

information must continue to be updated, to ensure the content does not become outdated.

Table 6.3: Ongoing management responsibilities for the Local Government.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT - ONGOING

No. Ongoing Management Actions

1 Monitor landowner compliance with the Bushfire Management Plan and the annual Firebreak notice.
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Appendix 1 - Onsite Vegetation Management Technical Requirements

It is the responsibility of the landowner to maintain the established bushfire protection measures on their

property. Not complying with these responsibilities can result in buildings being subject to a greater

potential impact from bushfire than that determined by the assessed BAL rating presented in this Bushfire

Management Plan.

For the management of vegetation within a lot (i.e. onsite) the following technical requirements exist:

1. The APZ: Installing and maintaining an asset protection zone (APZ) of the required dimensions to

the standard established by the Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas (WA Planning

Commission, as amended).

2. The Firebreak/Fuel Load Notice: Complying with the requirements established by the relevant local

government’s annual firebreak notice issued under s33 of the Bushfires Act 1954. Note: If an APZ

requirement is included in the Notice, the standards and dimensions may differ from the Guideline’s

APZ Standard – the larger dimension must be complied with.

3. Changes to Vegetated/Non-Vegetated Areas:

a. If applicable to this Plan, the minimum separation distance from any classified vegetation,

that corresponds to the determined BAL for a proposed building, must be maintained as

either a non-vegetated area or as low threat vegetation managed to a minimal fuel

condition as per AS 3959-2018 s2.2.3.2 (e) and (f). Refer to Part 4 of this Appendix 1.

b. Must not alter the composition of onsite areas of classified vegetation (as assessed and

presented in Section 3.1.2) to the extent that would require their classification to be

changed to a higher bushfire threat classification (as per AS 3959-2018); and

c. Must not allow areas within a lot (i.e. onsite) that have been:

i. excluded from classification by being low threat vegetation or non-vegetated; and

ii. form part of the assessed separation distance that is determining a BAL rating -

…to become vegetated to the extent they no longer represent a low threat (refer to Part 4

of Appendix 1). Note: The vegetation classification exclusion specifications as established

by AS 3959-2018 s2.2.3.2, are included at A1.4 below for reference.
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1. Requirements Established by the Guidelines – the Asset Protection Zone (APZ)
Standards

(Source: Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas - WAPC 2017 v1.3 Appendix 4, Element 2, Schedule 1
and Explanatory Note E2.1)

Defining the Asset Protection Zone (APZ)

Description: An APZ is an area surrounding a building that is managed to reduce the bushfire hazard to an
acceptable level (by reducing fuel loads). The width of the required APZ varies with slope and vegetation. For
planning applications, the minimum sized acceptable APZ is that which is of sufficient size to ensure the
potential radiant heat impact of a fire does not exceed 29kW/m² (BAL-29). It will be site specific.

The APZ may include public roads, waterways, footpaths, buildings, rocky outcrops, golf courses, maintained
parkland as well as cultivated gardens in an urban context, but does not include grassland or vegetation on a
neighbouring rural lot, farmland, wetland reserves and unmanaged public reserves.

For subdivision planning, design elements and excluded/low threat vegetation adjacent to the lot can be
utilised to achieve the required vegetation separation distances and therefore reduce the required
dimensions of the APZ within the lot.

Defendable Space: The APZ includes a defendable space which is an area adjoining the asset within which
firefighting operations can be undertaken to defend the structure. Vegetation within the defendable space
should be kept at an absolute minimum and the area should be free from combustible items and obstructions.
The width of the defendable space is dependent on the space which is available on the property, but as a
minimum should be 3 metres.

Establishment: The APZ should be contained solely within the boundaries of the lot on which the building is
situated, except in instances where the neighbouring lot or lots will be managed in a low-fuel state on an
ongoing basis, in perpetuity.

Note: Regardless of whether an Asset Protection Zone exists in accordance with the acceptable solutions and
is appropriately maintained, fire fighters are not obliged to protect an asset if they think the separation
distance between the dwelling and vegetation that can be involved in a bushfire, is unsafe.

Schedule 1: Standards for APZ

Fences: within the APZ are constructed from non-combustible materials (e.g. iron, brick, limestone, metal post

and wire). It is recommended that solid or slatted non-combustible perimeter fences are used.

Objects: within 10 metres of a building, combustible objects must not be located close to the vulnerable parts

of the building i.e. windows and doors.

Fine Fuel Load: combustible dead vegetation matter less than 6 mm in thickness reduced to and maintained at

an average of two tonnes per hectare (example below).
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Example Fine Fuel Load of Two Tonnes per Hectare

(Image source: Shire of Augusta Margaret River’s Firebreak and Fuel Reduction Hazard Notice)

Trees (> 5 metres in height): trunks at maturity should be a minimum distance of 6 metres from all elevations

of the building, branches at maturity should not touch or overhang the building, lower branches should be

removed to a height of 2 metres above the ground and or surface vegetation, canopy cover should be less than

15% with tree canopies at maturity well spread to at least 5 metres apart as to not form a continuous canopy.

Diagram below represents tree canopy cover at maturity.

Tree canopy cover – ranging from 15 to 70 per cent at maturity

(Source: Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas 2017, Appendix 4)

Shrubs (0.5 metres to 5 metres in height): should not be located under trees or within 3 metres of buildings,

should not be planted in clumps greater than 5m2 in area, clumps of shrubs should be separated from each

other and any exposed window or door by at least 10 metres. Shrubs greater than 5 metres in height are to be

treated as trees.

Ground covers (<0.5 metres in height): can be planted under trees but must be properly maintained to remove

dead plant material and any parts within 2 metres of a structure, but 3 metres from windows or doors if greater

than 100 mm in height. Ground covers greater than 0.5 metres in height are to be treated as shrubs.

Grass: should be managed to maintain a height of 100 mm or less.

The following example diagrams illustrate how the required dimensions of the APZ will be determined by the
type and location of the vegetation.
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2. Requirements Established by the Local Government – the Firebreak Notice

These requirements are established by the relevant local government’s Firebreak Notice created under s33 of

the Bushfires Act 1954 and issued annually (potentially with revisions). The Notice may include additional

components directed at managing fuel loads, accessibility and general property management with respect to

limiting potential bushfire impact.

The relevant local government’s current Firebreak Notice is available on their website, at their offices and is

distributed as ratepayer’s information. It must be complied with.

If Asset Protection Zone technical requirements are defined in the Notice, the standards and dimensions may

differ from the Guideline’s APZ Standards, with the intent to better satisfy local conditions. When these are

more stringent than those created by the Guidelines, or less stringent and endorsed by the WAPC and DFES,

they must be complied with.

3. Requirements Recommended by DFES – Property Protection Checklists

Further guidance regarding ongoing/lasting property protection (from potential bushfire impact) is presented

in the publication ‘DFES – Fire Chat – Your Bushfire Protection Toolkit’. It is available from the Department of

Fire and Emergency Services (DFES) website.
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Appendix 2 – Bushfire Response/Evacuation Advice for Occupants

BPP Group Pty Ltd | ABN: 39 166 551 784

Level 1 159-161 James St, Guildford

PO Box 388 Guildford, WA 6935

08 6477 1144 | admin@bushfireprone.com.au

Bushfire Evacuation Information
Proposed Short Stay Accommodation in an Existing Residential Development

Lot 79 (4) Wilson Street, Nannup

Shire of Nannup

Date Created: 25 September 2020

Associated
Project Number:

200643
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Key Site Information

This Plan has been developed for the proposed occupants of Lot 79 (4) Wilson Street, Nannup. Prior to the start

of each bushfire season it should be reviewed and revised where necessary. A bushfire can be a traumatic event

that may include loud sirens, fire alarms, intense heat and reduced visibility in the form of smoke.

Inside the Primary Dwelling:

1. The latest version of the Advice must be available; and

2. The Bushfire Awareness Map & Potential Evacuation Travel Routes should be displayed.

Lot 79 (4) Wilson Street, Nannup

Property Size Approx. 1012 m2

Onsite vegetation Forest & Low threat managed vegetation

Offsite vegetation Forest & Managed Vegetation (Gardens)

Nearest Road Wilson Street

Name of Nearest Cross Road (and
distance)

Wilson Street Vs Higgins Street 40 metres

Access & Egress Wilson Street onto Higgins Street – Brockman Highway

Nearest Town Nannup Townsite (1 km)

Water Supply Reticulated Water Available (Hydrants)

Are occupants permanent or transient? Tourism (short stay) - Transient

Are occupants disabled, medically
dependent, young children or elderly?

Being tourism, any person with a disability will have their own
means of mobility

Maximum occupants onsite Estimated @ 6 Occupants

Hazards on site N/a

Responsible Persons

Position Name
Contact Details

(Phone)

Landowner Matt Breen 0412 900 384
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Awareness & Information Sources

The Bushfire Awareness Zone

The Bushfire Awareness Zone Map identifies:

1. The development site; and

2. Road networks or major infrastructure surrounding the development site.

Emergency Contacts

Name of Organisation Service Phone Number

Life Threatening Emergencies Fire / Ambulance / Police 000

Department of Fire & Emergency
Services (DFES)

Emergency Information 13 33 37

Nannup Medical Centre Medical Services 9756 0099

Local Contacts

Chief Bushfire Control Officer Robin Mellema 9756 1156/ 0427 975 611

Emergency Services/ Shire Rangers/CESM 9756 1018

SOURCE TYPE OF INFORMATION LOCATION

Your Surroundings

This could be your best information source. Stay alert to what is happening all

around you for as far as you can see. Be aware of the current and forecast wind

direction as this is the primary direction the fire will move.

Emergency WA
website

Warnings, incidents, fire danger ratings, total
fire bans, preparation and recovery information

www.emergency.wa.gov.au

Radio Bushfire alerts, warnings and information.
Local ABC stations (AM and digital),
684 AM

Your Mobile Phone Emergency alert (warnings)
An automated government
telephone warning system for
numbers in an affected area.

Department of Fire &
Emergency Services
(DFES)

Emergency information

13 DFES (13 3337)
www.dfes.wa.gov.au
www.twitter.com/dfes_wa
www.facebook.com/dfeswa
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Emergency Response - Triggers

TRIGGER

PROCEDURE TO BE INITIATED

Safe (early) Evacuation Shelter-in-Place
PRIMARY SECONDARY

A

A BUSHFIRE IS IDENTIFIED - In the Bushfire Awareness Zone.

Listen to the Local Radio (ABC - 684 AM). Early evacuation should
almost always be the Primary action – you should never ‘wait and
see what happens’. Sheltering-in-place during a bushfire should be a
last option when there is insufficient time to evacuate.



Immediately contact the DFES (000) if
you are considering this option. In

some limited circumstances such as in
remote locations or facilities with
people with mobility issues, early

evacuation may be difficult to
implement, and sheltering-in-place

may be the safest action.

B

A BUSHFIRE IS IDENTIFIED – An Alert has been Issued

Listen to the Local Radio (ABC - 684 AM). A bushfire ‘EMERGENCY’,
‘WATCH AND ACT’ or ‘ADVICE’ warning is in place for the area. Early
evacuation should almost always be the Primary action – you should
never ‘wait and see what happens’. Sheltering-in-place during a
bushfire should be a last option when there is insufficient time to
evacuate.



Immediately contact the DFES (000) if
you are considering this option. In

some limited circumstances such as in
remote locations or facilities with
people with mobility issues, early

evacuation may be difficult to
implement, and sheltering-in-place

may be the safest action.
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THE SAFE (EARLY) EVACUATION PROCEDURE

 A Bushfire has been identified near your location.

 An ‘Advice,’ ‘Watch and Act’ or ‘Emergency Warning’ alert has been issued by an
emergency service authority

1. Monitor the ABC local radio (Nannup – 558 or 684 or 738 AM) regularly for local bushfire

information (weather trends, warnings, locations).

2. Occupants should, to the best extent possible, locate the bushfire on a map (or device) and

identify the direction of the fire movement (consider local wind direction and any information

from the emergency services). Be aware there may be several bushfires.

If the bushfire location is unable to be determined with reasonable accuracy,

assume the worst and prepare to evacuate to the nearest townsite.

3. Occupants must identify the appropriate evacuation route to use should the decision be

made to evacuate, and an alternative if available,

4. Monitor the situation closely, keep informed.

Making the Decision to Evacuate

5. Be aware of your ongoing ability to evacuate safely and base the decision to evacuate on

this ability or any emergency services directives received.

If the Evacuation Routes are determined to no longer be safe, then SHELTERING-IN-
PLACE will be the required action.
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THE SHELTER-IN-PLACE PROCEDURE

Shelter in the House

Note: Sheltering in the existing dwelling differs vastly from a Refuge Building or Refuge Open space. Early

evacuation before a bushfire starts should always be the priority.

Prepare the building by:

 Removing all small combustible items from around the building in which sheltering -

including combustibles from verandahs and decking;

 Remove curtains and flammable furniture away from windows;

 Close all doors and windows

Immediately notify DFES by dialling 000 and give the following details:

1. Nature of the incident and state that people are sheltering in place;

2. Location (street address);

3. Nearest cross roads (names and distance);

4. Where sheltering;

5. Entry point to shelter – identifying markers;

6. Number of people sheltering;

7. Number of special needs persons;

8. Can you see the fire front /estimate distance away; and

9. Can you see spot fires / are spot fires around the shelter?

If the nominated Emergency Assembly Building is deemed unsafe or to be under direct threat,

occupants must evaluate the situation and make informed decisions. The choice will be to continue

to stay and defend or proceed to an area of minimal fuel vegetation as a last resort and if it is safe

to do so. The latter action is not recommended but is an alternative if the current refuge is deemed

to be not safe for occupants and vehicle evacuation routes remain unsafe.
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Bushfi re Warning System

During a bushfi re, emergency services will provide you 
as much information as possible through a number of 
different methods.

There are four levels of warning. These change to 
refl ect the increasing risk to your life or property, and the 
decreasing amount of time you have until the fi re arrives. 

WATCH AND ACT

EMERGENCY WARNING

ADVICE

ALL CLEAR

EMERGENCY WARNING

You are in danger and need to take immediate 
action to survive. There is a threat to lives or homes.

ADVICE

A fi re has started but there is no immediate threat 
to lives or homes. Be aware and keep up to date.

ALL CLEAR

Take care to avoid any dangers and keep up to date.

WATCH AND ACT

There is a possible threat to lives or homes. You 
need to leave or get ready to defend – do not wait 
and see.

Your surroundings could be your best 
information source.
Stay alert to what is happening around you. 
If you believe you may be in danger, act immediately 
to stay safe.

Stay alert when a bushfi re starts! 
Do not wait and see, this can be deadly.!

Where can you get information during 
a bushfi re?
Know where to fi nd information before the fi re season 
starts. Work out what your local ABC radio station is and 
familiarise yourself with the DFES website.

Bushfi re Warnings at www.emergency.wa.gov.au

DFES Information Line on 13DFES (13 3337) 

Local radio and other local media

Bushfi re Warning System
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Sheltering in Your Home

Preparing to evacuate
Shelter in the house for as long as possible. Many 
people have died from toxic smoke and fumes when 
their house has caught fi re.

If your house catches on fi re and the conditions inside 
become unbearable, leave through the door furthest 
from the approaching fi re and go to an area that has 
already been burnt.

The majority of people die in a bushfi re from radiant 
heat. You should protect yourself from radiant 
heat with long sleeves, long trousers and strong 
leather boots.

People have died sheltering in bathrooms and 
other rooms without an exit door leading outside. 
Make sure you can easily escape and shelter in 
a room with at least two ways to get outside and 
one that has a water supply (eg. a laundry with 
a door that goes outside or a kitchen). 

!

Sheltering in your home during a bushfi re should be 
your last option, when all other plans fail and you are 
unable to leave.

Bushfi res are very unpredictable and you need to be 
well prepared to change your plans if you can no longer 
leave your property.

Even if you do not intend to stay and actively defend your 
property, you need to be physically and mentally prepared 
if sheltering in your home becomes your only option.

When the fi re front passes, the heat will be extreme 
and you must shelter at this time whether you planned 
to or not. 

If it is too late to leave the property
• Stay in the house when the fi re front is passing.

•  If people are expecting you to leave, let them 
know you are now staying.

•  Take shelter inside in the room furthest from 
the fi re front. 

•  Make sure all doors and windows are sealed 
as best as possible.

•  Soak towels and rugs in water, and lay them 
along the inside of external doorways.

•  Soak woollen blankets and keep them handy 
for protection against radiant heat.

•  Take down curtains and push furniture away 
from windows.

•  Get down low to limit your exposure to smoke.

•  Actively defend your property by putting out 
spot fi res.

•  Remember to check the roof cavity through the 
manhole for any spot fi res.

•  Drink plenty of water to avoid becoming 
dehydrated.
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Travelling During a Bushfi re
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Check the weather forecast and current fi re restrictions. 
Be aware of the Fire Danger Rating for the area you 
are travelling to and be prepared to reassess your plans.
Download the Bushfi re Traveller’s Checklist at 
www.dfes.wa.gov.au

!
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If you become trapped by a fi re
•  Park the vehicle off the roadway where there is 

little vegetation, with the vehicle facing towards the 
oncoming fi re front.

•  Turn the engine off.

•  Close the car doors, windows and outside vents.

•  Call 000.

•  Stay as close to the fl oor as possible and cover 
your mouth with a damp cloth to avoid inhalation of 
smoke. If smoke enters the vehicle, toxic fumes are 
released from the interior of the vehicle.

•  Stay covered in woollen blankets, continue to drink 
water and wait for assistance.

•  Stay in the car until the fi re front has passed and 
do not open windows or doors.

•  Once the front has passed and the temperature has 
dropped, cautiously exit the vehicle. Internal parts 
may still be extremely hot.

Important information

Find the local ABC radio frequency in the area you are 
travelling though. In a major emergency, when lives 
and property are at risk, ABC radio will issue broadcast 
warnings at a quarter to and a quarter past the hour.
Main Roads provides updated information on road 
closures throughout Western Australia. Call 138 138 or 
www.mainroads.wa.gov.au

What will you do if you encounter 
a bushfi re while travelling or staying 
near bushland?
In Western Australia, bushfi res can start suddenly without 
warning throughout the year. People have been killed 
or seriously injured during bushfi res. If you are travelling 
or staying near bushland, fi re is a real risk to you. 

Be aware of your surroundings and carry a printed map 
of the areas you are visiting. Pack an emergency kit to 
take with you including important items such as woollen 
blankets, drinking water and protective clothing. 

If there is a lot of smoke
•  Slow down as there could be people, vehicles 

and livestock on the road.

•  Turn your car headlights and hazard lights on.

•  Close the windows and outside vents.

•  If you can’t see clearly, pull over and wait until 
the smoke clears.
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Safer Places in a Bushfi re

Where to go as a last resort
It is important to identify places where you can go as a last 
resort if you are unable to leave or implement your bushfi re 
survival plan. A ‘safer place’ is somewhere you can shelter 
during bushfi re. These places may include a local open 
space, a dam or beach. Identify and plan where your family 
safer place will be.

Safer places have their limitations. There 
are things that you will need to consider 
if you do plan to use a safer place in your 
bushfi re survival planning:
•  They do not guarantee safety in all circumstances. 

You and your families’ safety should be your 
fi rst priority.

•  There may be a risk with travelling to your safer place. 
Check to see if the route is safe and clear, have a 
contingency route or safer place in your back-up plan.

•  Firefi ghters may not be there, they may be fi ghting 
the main fi re front elsewhere.

•  Your safer place caters for animals or pets. You will 
need to consider this in your bushfi re survival plan.

•  Your safer place may not cater for animals or pets. 
You will need to consider this in your bushfi re 
survival plan.

•  Your safer place may not provide shelter from the 
elements of a bushfi re, particularly fl ying embers
and hot weather. Keep woollen blankets in your car 
to give you shelter from fl ying embers and a supply 
of drinking water.

If you or a family member have special needs 
you should think about what assistance may 
be needed at a safer place. You will need to 
consider this in your Bushfi re Survival Plan. 

!

Consider the use of a safer place as part 
of your backup plan when:

•  You are not able to carry out your Bushfi re Survival Plan.

•  Your plan was to stay and actively defend however 
the fi re has worsened and your home is no longer 
a safe place to shelter. Leaving your home in this 
situation is now your safest option.

Once you have arrived at your safer place 
you need to:

•  Keep up to date with fi re information by radio, 
mobile phone or whatever means of communication 
you have.

•  Make sure all doors and windows are sealed as best 
as possible if your safer place is a building.

•  Seek protection from radiant heat and embers as 
best you can if your safer place is an open space. 
Cover any exposed skin with blankets or clothing 
and lie fl at on the ground as the fi re passes.

•  Remain vigilant for possible ember attack and new 
fi re fronts.


